Abstract. An application of the method of successive approximations for obtaining the solution of a nonlinear integral equation arising from a two-point boundary value problem is illustrated. In particular, we show sufficient conditions under which the convergence rate of the sequence can be improved.
1. Introduction. Consider two-point boundary value problems of the form (la) u" = fix, u), 0 < x < 1, (lb) m(0) = u(l) = 0.
One method for solving such problems is to convert (1) to an integral equation which under sufficient conditions can be solved by successive approximations. This method is discussed by Keller [3] . His approach is to first subtract k2u from both sides of (la) and consider the equivalent problem (2) u" -k2u = fix, u) -khi, u(0) = u(l) = 0.
Then, for k =£ 0, (2) can be converted to an integral equation by the Green's function procedure for the operator (d2/ dx2 -k2), i.e.,
u(x) = Ç gk(x, SikMH) -fit «(£))} di, Jo where ,-., , ^ =_1_ _ f sinh kx sinh k(l -|), 0 < x < £, VO) &ix, V k sinh k <y sinh ^(j _ x) sinh ^ |< x < 1.
The advantage gained in considering the equivalent problem (2) in place of (1) is seen in the following result given by Keller [3] .
Theorem (Keller) . Let df/du be continuous for all x e [0, 1] and all u. If there exists an N > 0 such that 0 < 3/(x, u)/du < N for all x e [0, 1] and all u, then there exists a unique solution of (I). For any k such that k2 > N, the solution is given by the limit of the convergent sequence of functions Then, for m = 1,2,...,
where the mean-value theorem has been applied and 0 < 0(£) < 1. Note that gk(x, i) > 0, and 0 < df/du < N is assumed for all u. Therefore, if k2 > N, the bracketed term in the integrand of (7) satisfies 0 < (k2 -df/du) < k2. Hence, Observe that ¡ik < 1, and ||em+1|| < «¿"He'll. Thus {um} is a Cauchy sequence in the space of continuous functions on [0, 1] with the norm defined by (6). Therefore, a continuous limit u exists, to which {um(x)} converges uniformly. Since the order of the limit operation and the integration can be interchanged, the limit function satisfies the integral equation (3) . To establish uniqueness, let u(x) and v(x) be two solutions to (1). Then they both satisfy (3) for the same value of k2 > N. By the same analysis that leads to (10), \\u -v\\ < p.k\\u -u||. Since p.k < 1, we must have \\u -v\\ = 0 or u = v. The existence portion of Keller's proof is constructive in nature and suggests a procedure for computing the solution numerically. However, as Keller points out, ¡ik may be very close to one for all values of k > N. This could make the rate of convergence of the sequence (4) very slow. In practice, such cases can cause the number of iterations required for a given error tolerance, when programming the successive approximations, to be large. Keller [3] suggests Newton's method as an alternative scheme when ¡ik is nearly one. The purpose of this paper is to illustrate conditions under which the parameter ixk in (9) can be replaced by a much smaller parameter when the above method is applied to suitable two-point boundary value problems. A recent application is also given.
2. Improved Convergence Rate. We first make the observation that Keller's proof and conclusions are unaltered if his condition k2 > N is replaced by the weaker condition k2 > \ N. This is because, in the proof, the bracketed term in the integral (7) can then become negative, but will satisfy 0 < \k2 -df/du\ < k2. Thus the step leading from (7) to (8) will remain the same. However, with this change in the condition on k2, ¡ik can be made smaller than any value of ¡ik allowed by k2 > N.
This can be done for instance by choosing (11) k2=\N.
As a matter of fact, this choice gives the smallest value of p.k for all k2 >^N.
Next, we illustrate a set of conditions which includes the class of functions fix, u), described by Keller's assumption, and which can also distinguish between slightly more restrictive subsets of that class. We shall show that one particular choice of k, which reduces to (11) (1) exists. For k2 = j(8 + N), it is given by the limit of the convergent sequence (4).** Proof. In terms of definitions (5) and (6), formula (7) Observe that jik < 1, so that, by the same arguments as those in Keller's theorem, the sequence {um(x)} has a limit which is the unique solution of (1).
Compare the contractive parameter jik of (15) to the contractive parameter p.k of (9). Note that, in the case 0 = 8, the condition on df/du is the same as the condition in Keller's theorem, but ¡ik will be defined with k2 =\N and will be smaller than any value of ufc defined by k2 > N. If 0 < 8 < N, then the class of functions / admitted by Theorem 1 is a particular subset of the class defined in Keller's theorem. Also, ¡ik is defined with k2 = ¿(8 + N) and is again smaller than any value of ¡ik with k2 > N. In some cases, jik may be significantly smaller, and, in practice, the iterative procedure used on the sequence {um(x)} will converge much faster. To see this, some specific cases will be shown in Section 3. ** The condition A:2 = j(5 + N) can be replaced by the weaker condition k2 > i(S + N). However, the purpose above is to emphasize an optimal choice for convergence speed.
Before we illustrate an example application of the above result, an important weakening of the assumptions needs to be discussed. Both Keller's theorem and Theorem 1 require that / satisfy appropriate conditions for all u. In many cases, such as the application in Section 3, / may not satisfy these conditions for all u. However, the method can still be applied if certain additional conditions are satisfied. For a simple example, consider the following. As an additional remark, we point out that results similar to the above can be stated for two-point problems with Neumann end conditions u'(0) = u'(l) = 0 or mixed end conditions m'(0) = w(l) = 0 as well as for cases in which the boundary conditions are nonhomogeneous.
3. Application. The problem of steady-state, isothermal, reaction-diffusion of a substance involving «th order kinetics [1] leads to the two-point problem (16a) u" = <¡>V, n > 1, </>V0, (16b) u'(0) = 0, u(l) = 1, in dimensionless variables. Here <¡>2 is a nonzero constant dependent on geometry, concentration, and reaction rate. In [1] , an asymptotic analysis is applied to (16). The problem is also studied in [2] where a limited approximation is developed as well as an iterative numerical procedure which uses the ideas suggested in Section 2.
We first make note that the case n = 1 can be solved by elementary methods to yield (17) u(x) =-r-*-, n= I. v ' v ' cosh<i>
We will therefore consider cases n > 2. Also, on physical grounds, solutions for n > 1 are expected to satisfy cosh q>x/cosh <j> < u(x) < 1. Solutions which satisfy this condition will be sought. for all n > 2. Furthermore,
for all x G [0, 1]. To see this consider the parabola s(z) = k2z -<f>2z2 in the interval 1/cosh <p < z < 1. The inequality above is true if the minimum value of the parabola in the interval 1 /cosh </> < z < 1 occurs at the left-hand end z = 1/cosh <j>. Note that the zeros are at z = 0 and z = k2/<}>2, and the maximum occurs at z = k2/(2$2). From (23), k2/<j>2 > 1, n > 2, and therefore k2/(2<f>2) > 1/2. The minimum value is at 1/cosh <f> if k2/<j>2 -1 > 1/cosh <j> or, in other words, if
which can be rearranged as
Note that for n = 2 equality holds. Also the left-hand side is always greater than n(\)/2 which is greater than or equal to one if n > 4. By applying elementary calculus, one can also show that when n = 3 the left-hand side has a minimum in the interval 0 < 1/cosh <¡> < 1 which occurs when 1/cosh <i> = V2 -1. The value of that minimum is greater than one. Therefore the minimum value of the parabola k2z -<f>2z2 in the interval 1/cosh <j> < z < 1 occurs at z = 1/cosh <f> for n = 2, 3,_Finally, if <>2 ^ 0 and n > 2, then k2 > </>2 and Note the difference in the contractive parameters ¡xk and ßk in the following table. Table 1 To obtain a numerical solution of the limit of the sequence ( . . , J -1. By arguments similar to those given by Keller [3] , one can show that the limit of the above sequence exists and is the unique solution of (31). Also, as J ->oo, the contractive parameter for the sequence (32) will converge to ßk with A defined by (23) (or ¡ik with k defined by (29)).
If we assume that J is sufficiently large that the contractive parameter for the sequence (32) is approximately the same as the one for (20), then the difference between the effects of j^ and p.k can be seen in the following comparison. Consider the case <¡>2 = 2.25 and n = 2. If He'll < 1, then the relation ||em+1|| < (iv)m||e'|| implies that it could take as many as 34 iterations to get the difference in successive iterates on the order of 10"4. However, the relation ||em+1|| < (^""lle'H implies that it would take at most 8 iterations. A more significant difference would be in a case where <j>2 = 6.25 and n = 2. In this case, with ||e'|| < 1, as many as 148 iterations may be necessary to have ||em+,|| < 10_4||e'|| with k defined by (29). With the value of A given by (23), it would only take at most 20. For graphical results, see [2] .
